This is a summary to IRG Meeting #36 Resolutions(IRGN1770) as listed in WG2 N3857.

1. **Future Meetings** *(for endorsement)*: Resolution IRG 36.1
   The following gives the IRG future meeting schedules:

   - IRG#37 Mountain View, Ca, USA, 2011-11-7~11 (approved already)
   - IRG#38 Gyeongju, Korea, 2012-06-18~22
   - IRG#39 Hong Kong, 2012-11-12 ~16

2. **UTC Preliminary Proposal for an IVD** *(for review and discussion)*: Resolution IRG M36.2
   The IRG has reviewed IRGN1757 from the UTC and is concerned that an IVD registration from the UTC might be treated as a *de facto* encoding. The IRG requests that the UTC not to proceed with the registration until this issue is addressed.

3. **CJK_B Multi-column Code Charts Review** *(for information)*: Resolution: IRG 36.3
   IRG members are to submit their font based on review decisions on July 1, 2011 to generate the code chart by ISO 10646 Project editor by July 8, 2011. Then a full review will be conducted by members based on review decisions(3 IRG meetings). Consolidated review will be submitted to IRG #37 for review.

4. **Extension B and FDIS Balloting** *(for Review and Discussion)*: Resolution IRG 36.4
   The IRG requests that WG2 delay the final balloting for the FDIS of ISO/IEC 10646 Edition 3 until November 2011 to allow final review of and corrections to the Extension B charts.
5. **Extension C font review (for review and discussion): Resolution IRG 36.5**
The IRG Resolves to accept 2 T-source glyph changes for U+2AF5C and U+2B01B by TCA(IRGN1751) and accepts the recommendation in the CJK Editorial Group Report (IRGN1775) to remove 3 T-source (U+2AD12, U+2B089, U+2B08F) in the CJK Unified Ideographs Extension C. The IRG further accepts to list the 3 characters with dangling reference (U+2AD12, U+2B089, U+2B08F) as UTC-00925 – UTC-00927 or use UI-0000 as decided by WG2 as appropriate.

6. **Extension E Work (for information): Resolution IRG 36.6**
All submissions with evidences will be produced in CJK_E 6.2 by July 15, 2011. Extension E work will commence at IRG # 37 will member reviews between July 15, 2011 to IRG #37.

7. **Old Hanzi Work (For information): Resolution IRG36.7**
Old Hanzi will have two Ad hoc meetings before IRG #37. Target completion of the collection is IRG #39.

8. **Old Hanzi Principles &References Version 3 (for information/review): Resolution IRG 36.8**
A revised Old Hanzi Principle and References(Versiion 3 draft) is ready for IRG member review(IRGN 1747). Feedback from members are expected and the confirmed version should be ready in IRG #37.

9. **Old Hanzi Encoding Architecture (for information/review): Resolution IRG 36.9**
The IRG accepts the recommendation from the Old Hanzi Expert Group and requests its members to review IRGN1771 and provides feedback for discussion in IRG#37.

10. **IRG Principles &Procedures Update (for information): Resolution IRG 36.10**
An updated IRG with minor editorial change is uploaded at the IRG Website:IRGN1772.

11. **IRG Working Document Series Update(for information): Resolution IRG 36.11**
The UCV (Unifiable Component Variations) list and the NUC(Non-Unifiable Components) list of the IWDS are updated and available at the IRG website.
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